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Carnegie has universal appeal
ASHWIN KUMAR
NADIPALLY
How did your career start?
t has been a slow begin
ning. I started my career
in marketing with Procter
& Gamble. Later, I joined
my family business,
Walchand Group of
Companies, more specifically
its subsidiary HCC
( H i n d u s t a n C o n s t r u ction
Company) and did the best I
could in restructuring it.
From there, it was Walchand
capital (financial services)
and then moved into web
services; a website
cricketnext.com dedicated
entirely to cricket and an
entertainment web portal
3to6.com.

I

How did Carnegie find you or
did you find Carnegie?
We were in a way caught
between two extremes. At
one end we had all kinds of
scams in the financial sector
a n d v e r y s t r i c tregulations
thereof and on the other an
absolutely uncontrolled and
unpredictable web services
realm. Times demanded that
we reinvent ourselves. In
Dale Carnegie we found a
timetested international ally
replete with expertise in a
unique and hitherto unex
plored area. I found that
Carnegie has lots of takers in
India and as a business
propos i t i o n , i t s o u n d e d
viable. So I took a plunge into
it.
Did you have a tough time
conv i n c i n g y o u r s e l f
a b o u t Carnegie's prospects
in India.
There were no field
surveys done. But we had
many secondary sources like
a very encouraging report
f r o m a Dutch company and
Eco

nomic Times too predicted it
to be a success if it were to
be taken to India.
It has a universal appeal
and given the huge human re
source that we are endowed
with Carnegie could go only
in one direction. With the
economic reforms providing
the platform for growth we
had the problem of huge
entrepreneurial vacuum to
tackle with. We needed
communication skills, soft
skills, managerial outlook,
international compatibility to
keep us competitive in an era
of globalisation. Who better
than Carnegie?

witnessing calls for some in
ward looking right from
young age. Given the allure
ments and distractions in the
society, we need our children
to get responsible at a very
young age. They have to
learn to beat stress as well.
Do you have any attitude changing
courses for the depressed?
Carnegie empowers people
with skills to perform better
in their careers. We are not
into correction courses. But
once some correction is done
we will be ready to empower
them to survive by
themselves and lead a proper
life. That can be done.
We had some wonderful
experiences. We undertook
'save the children' campaign
in Kolkata for daughters of
domestic workers. They were
youngsters in the agegroup
1821 and most of them were
fourth class dropouts. They
underwent our Gennext pro
gramme and I am very glad to
say that all of them found
employment as beauticians.

Any adaptation that
Carnegie had to go through
before it ventured into India?
Not much. The content
and the courses were
universal. Much before India,
i t h a d f o rayed into many
other countries and proved a
success everywhere.
Do students feature in your
agenda?
Yes of course. Our
primary focus has been on
graduates who will soon have
to take on the world. We
have a finishing school
program Gennext, a 3 2hour
programme, entirely
dedicated to it. We have
achieved wonderful results.
Many colleges and universi
ties are expressing keen inter
est and are welcoming us to
their campuses.
What about primary and high
school students?
I remember a course we
conducted in a Nasik school
for 1314 year old students.
The programme drew such
applause that we found par

ents registering for the main
courses. Yes we have made
an entry into this arena but
there is a long way to go.
Yes this field concerns me
personally. I do not find kids
playing in grounds anymore
even in my city Mumbai.
The rapid social changes we
are

How does Carnegie look at
the Indian phenomenon?
We presently conduct our
courses in nine major lan
guages in our country.
Thankfully, our trainers are
Indian. As for the content it
remains the same and we
have no specific strategies to
specific regions.

